ABSTRACT: If T is the parallel map associated with a l-dimensional tessellation automaton, then we say a configuration f is a weak Garden of Eden for T if f has no pre-image under
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A Garden of Eden configuration for a tessellation automaton is one which has no predecessor under application of the local transition function; it must be a "given"
(-onfiguration, hence the colorful name. By a weak Garden of Eden we mean a configuration which has no predecessor other than perhaps some shift of itself. To simplify matters, we will consider only l-dimensional tessellation automata. We illustrate here a technique which can often be used to manufacture periodic weak Gardens of Eden for parallel maps. We also present a few simple results: For example, one-to-one parallel maps always have 
where fl' f2'''" 'fn r, and Z. If Map (C, C) the set of functions from C to C, then we can define yet a third t, this time
by the standard pointwise extension technique: PROOF. We may consider A to be {O,l,2,...,p-l} and endow it with the algebraic structure of Z/(p). As pointed out before, this structure maybe lifted in a pointwise fashion onto the configurations and then onto the set of maps of C into C. Then the equation Tf SZf maybe rewritten (T S)f 0 (the constant 0 configuration). Since 4 W, it foltows that T S is permutive in its first or last variable. The fact that there is a solution follows from Theorem 6.6 of [7] and the periodicity of f from Theorem 9.1 of [7] and the periodicity of the constant 0 configuration. EXAMPLE 3. We illustrate how one may sometimes manufacture weak Gardens of Eden by using the ideas in Propositions and 2. Let A {0, I} (which we identify with Z/(2)) and set T S (I + S (note that we are using both multiplication and addition mod 2). .
We note also that information about parallel maps which are h-to-one can be found in [73, [8] , and [9] and that if h -> 2, then WG(T) PROOF. Suppose there are natural numbers m and n such that aoma and alna each contain a third copy of a. We will produce a contradiction.
Note first that the third copy of a must contain symbols from 0 m and n so that a cannot be a constant word.
There are only certain ways the third occurrences of a could lie in aoma and alna, (boOm)Je (boOm)j-lboOme (boOm)j-I elnfome.
It follows from this and the fact that b is a right factor of a that rome must be a right in ,(']') is of course the set of cofi,ratons which fail to satisfy (l) or (2) . ?ROOF. It is trival that members of ran(T) satisfy (I) and (2) . Suppose f satinfi.
(1) and (2) G(T).
